COMMISSION ON SOCIAL, CULTURAL AND HUMANITARIAN AFFAIRS

RECOMMENDATION

on the «Bilge-Korkyt» program

1. Name of the program
The «Bilge-Korkyt» program of Turkic-speaking countries. Korkyt lived in the Middle Ages and shared the vision of Turkic peoples on the philosophy of life. “Bilge” means knowledge or wisdom and is a common word for all Turkic speaking peoples.

2. Introduction
The integrity of the Turkic world, the study Turkic civilization’s place in world civilization in the modern era of globalization is important. The «Bilge-Korkyt» program is meant to increase the role of the Turkic civilization in global developments and enhance cultural, scientific, humanitarian relations of Turkic people.

The aim of this program is to boost cooperation of Turkic speaking nations in the field of culture, education, science and technology.

The program will give an opportunity for Bachelor’s degree holders to study at Master’s programs in the Turkic academy in Kazakhstan and in universities in Turkey, Azerbaijan, Kyrgyzstan, and to earn Master’s degree in the field of Turkology.

Bachelor’s degree holders from TurkPA nations and other countries may participate in this program.

The basis of the program is to work with reputable universities of TurkPA member countries.

3. The aim of program is:
To provide Master’s degree program on Turkology in the Turkic academy and leading universities in Turkic speaking countries.
To enhance relations of Turkic nations in the field of Turkology, education, science and technology.

Share experience between Turkic speaking countries.

Within the program member-countries of TurkPA will closely cooperate with leading universities.

To teach languages of Turkic speaking people (according to a curriculum)

To assist to Master’s degree holders to find a job in labor market of TurkPA members in the following areas:

– Education,
– International Cooperation,
– Research and development,
– Pedagogical activities,
– Public and Cultural fields,
– Business sector.

4. Project Implementation and Management

– In order to implement and manage the program the members of TurkPA should submit their proposals to the Ministries of Education and science of their countries

– To tackle financial issues
– To clarify position on the Turkic academy in Astana
– To give proposals
– To identify commitments of other scientific, cultural and social organizations of Turkic countries on the program implementation.